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Storytelling Across the Curriculum:  

Language Arts & History 
Professional Storyteller Rachel Hedman 

www.rachelhedman.com  ●  www.facebook.com/rachelfans 

Objectives: 
• Recognize people’s interests in people, place, time, and/or trends and 

ability to use in story-inspired lessons, games, or adapt to improve 

stories.  

• Participate in story-based games and activities for increased memory 

capacity of students from 4th-8th grades or older. 

• Develop story-playing skills that works for any age. 
 

People Will Find 1+ Area of Interest of the Following: 

1. People—Standards:  Political, Historical Figures 

2. Place—Standards:  Geography 

3. Time—Standards:  Dates, Timelines 

4. Trends—Standards:  Economics, Social, Religion 

 

Story Games Can Celebrate in any of Four Areas (or more): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

People-Focused    Place-Focused 

Heroes      Scenery Photography 

Outlaws & Villains  Imaginary Travel 

You Remind Me Of…  Models 

People Watcher   Field Trips 

Interviews    Travelogues 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Time-Focused    Trends-Focused  

Time Travel    Entertainment News  

Historic Parties   Technology of the Day 

Sequence Switches   What Money Could Buy 

What If This Happened…  The Cool & The Strange 

Living Timelines   Fashion 

 

Story 

Enthusiast 
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Story-Based Curriculum Winners for Teachers and Tellers 

4th 

Grade 

Native American Tales 

--Creation and Pourquoi Stories are common for all cultures, including those found in your 

area.  By honoring the various tribes, we honor the human “tribe”.  As kids are known to ask 

“why”, have them develop their own “why” stories about famous places in the city, county, 

or state. 

My House vs. Their House 

--Have kids draw their house looking down inside it as if a giant ripped off the roof and 

looked down.  Partners give each other a story tour of moments within the kitchen, bedroom, 

living room, etc.  Show what you expect.  Repeat activity with a tribe’s home, Spanish 

mission home, etc. 

5th 

Grade 

American Revolution and the Ghosts that Linger 

--Pretend there is a Ghost Convention where patriots and British soldiers convene.  Kids can 

dress as ghosts and reveal the two sides of the war.   

Tall Tales and the American Spirit 

--When colonists and immigrants headed West, they were in awe of the vast forests and the 

majestic mountains.  Tall tales were their way to express this wonder.  Kids then create their 

own stories. 
6th 

Grade 

Epicentric Stories in Ancient Civilizations (Choose Your Own Adventure) 

--These kinds of stories have many versions and are episodic in nature.  For example, as each 

Greek city and town had its own version about the gods and goddesses, stories seemed to 

conflict.  It is up to the storyteller to choose how best to proceed when choices are offered.   

The Homer Hike 

--Greek rhapsodes remembered full-day stories by traveling the country to connect 

landmarks and scenery to parts of the intense epics.   

Mixed-Up Mayhem 

--Five bowls have its own category:  Status; God of Choice; Daily Activity; Place; and 

Object.  The 1st student grabs from Status bowl and tells a line of a story that connects.  The 

2nd student grabs from God of Choice bowl and adds line.  Continue until the 6th student ends 

the story.    

7th 

Grade 

Bubonic Plague Role-Play 

--Role-playing is a type of story theatre for the reasons behind the spread of the Plague.  You 

can use cases made by Utah State University students Cindy Symons and Kristi Thomas by 

Internet searching the game’s title.   

Minstrel, The Story-Song American Idol of the Medieval Times 

--Challenge the whole 7th grade to set a medieval story to their own music—authentic or 

modern music depending on your goals.  Ask the top students to participate in an assembly 

and have the school vote the Idol.   

8th 

Grade 

Settlements and Survival Stories Around Campfire 

--Make a fake fire that glows or get permission to build a fire outside.  You or guest could 

dress up as an American settler/pioneer.  Invite the kids to dress in garb.  Tell stories—

everyday to crazy—in the 1st person.   

Living Timelines 

--Create a human class-sized timeline.  Instead of paper, each student represents a date.  

When cued, the student steps forward, share a moment or anecdote so the date becomes 

memorable.  Invite parents to watch.   

Virtual Tips: 

• Digital spinning wheel to help with games, http://www.wheelofnames.com 

• Color-code and/or use top/middle/bottom for flashcards, signs, etc. 

• Private message to notify students for certain parts to do for lesson and/or games 

• Use simple physical signs to show camera or symbols/representations on popsicle sticks 

 

http://www.wheelofnames.com/

